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� The biggest concern of CEOs/Leaders  worldwide is 
the quality of staff they employ or failure to  unlock 
the true value of their current  staff

� Its True that:
� Strategies are developed by people� Strategies are developed by people

� Therefore the quality of your strategies depend on the 
quality of people  you employ

� Execution of strategies is people driven

� Poor performers surround themselves with other poor 
performers

� Quality people can be your key competitive advantage



� Implement HR programs and reward systems
designed to have a high impact on hiring, retaining,
developing, and motivating superior, high-quality
individuals dedicated to superior performance and
achievement.achievement.

� Why??

� Quality people and the management of those
quality people is KEY to making all other Business
Strategies work. Therefore, the recruitment,
retention, development, and motivation of superior
individuals are critical to the overall success of the
Business.



� Generally we don’t do a good job of :

� Attracting performers

� Identifying, Hiring  talent or high performers

Developing performers� Developing performers

� Motivating performers

� Retaining  performers

� Unlocking  employee value



� The challenge- complacency due to  high 
unemployment levels 

� Its an employers market
� Supply outstrips demand for labour in most sectors
� Become an employer of choice in your industry! Become an employer of choice in your industry! 

� What are known for?

� Perceptions are reality , how  is your business perceived?

� Do you grow your own talent through entry level hiring?

� What Behaviors do you pay for in your reward policy?

� Begin with the end in mind, good times are coming back

� You are competing in Zimbabwe, The Region, 
Continentally  and Globally



� Labour  shortages in the following sectors:

� ICT professionals

� Mining professionals

� Chartered Accountants� Chartered Accountants

� Medicine

� Engineers especially in infrastructure



� Few professionals are trained indentifying 
talent- your most important asset!

� Over reliance  with the interview process
� Little use of other selection instruments such as:� Little use of other selection instruments such as:

� Psychometric testing

� Assessment Centers

� In-basket exercises

� Reference checking 

� Induction and indoctrination



� The Solution 1: Behavioral Interviews
� Train Managers on the Behavioral interview Approach

� Focus their interview and selection procedures on job-
related applicant information;

� Obtain accurate behavioural data that can be used validly� Obtain accurate behavioural data that can be used validly
to predict future behaviour;

� Assess the job motivation and organizational fit of
applicants;

� Organize the elements of the selection process (including
multiple interviews) into an efficient system;

� Make optimal hiring decisions; and

� Make positive impression on applicants.



� Solution 2: Grow your own people!

� hiring at the entry level and filling such entry level 

professional job openings through on–campus college 

recruiting with highly promotable graduates.recruiting with highly promotable graduates.

� To build and maintain high quality in the professional 

workforce and allow promotion from within is through 

an entry level college recruiting program that focuses 

on top schools, high achieving graduates, and a 

rigorous selection process.



� Provide to people, in a cost-effective manner,

the specific training/ education they need to

perform effectively and to progress to more

responsible positions within the company.responsible positions within the company.

� Support Programs

� Promotion from within

� Career path Planning

� Succession Planning

� High potential candidate programs



� Develop and share the Vision and Mission of
the business

� Ensure that each manager and individual has
a common understanding of the job/mission,a common understanding of the job/mission,
tasks to be performed, skill requirements,
and how performance is to be measured, e.g.
the Balanced Scorecard

� Implement recognition systems to identify
and reinforce positive performance of specific
individuals and/ or units.



� Implement programs which will cause “promotion from within”
to become the company norm and expected practice.

� Implement pay for performance systems which are highly
leveraged by providing competitive compensation for normal
performance and outstanding pay for outstanding
performance.performance.

1. Internal Equity

2. External competitiveness

3. Pay for Value delivered

4. Relate Pay to Business Outcomes

5. Gain Sharing

6. Move to the individual long term desires

7. Phantom shares



� The value of the job to the business (as determined 
by job evaluation)

� The market value of the skills (as determined by 
salary surveys)

� The skills and competencies of the individual (as � The skills and competencies of the individual (as 
measured by professional review)

� The performance of the individual (as measured on 
the Balanced Scorecard system)

� Link pay with performance
� The ability of the organization to pay (as measured 

by annual performance)
� Legislation and Union agreements



� Share Vision, Mission, Values

� Clarify roles and accountabilities through BSC

� Involve  employees in setting KRAs

� Lead by example � Lead by example 

� Measure, measure, measure performance

� Organizational success to affect all rewards

� Downplay Tenure and entitlement

� Flatten the Business

� Primary focus on customer interests



� Pay for Competencies
� More Variable Pay
� Skill Based Pay
� Direct Link between contribution and pay
� Pay for VALUE ( ask yourself what could happen � Pay for VALUE ( ask yourself what could happen 

if this person was not there)
� Special Recognition awards- group and 

individual
� Lump sum awards for outstanding performance
� Manage out Poor performers they set a wrong 

standard 
� Remember “ Good people are Cheap”




